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Press release
Paris, 9 October 2015

The ORIGINE B1 anti-vibration mounting from
premium quality French Hi-Fi manufacturer Neodio
brings the listener even closer to the essence of a recording
Neodio’s patented Zero Vibration technology absorbs and dissipates the harmful effects
of vibrational interference. The result is a significant increase in the sound quality of
any Hi-Fi or Home Cinema system, from the most modest to the most sophisticated.
The ORIGINE B1 is the first product to incorporate Neodio’s patented Zero Vibration
technology.
ZERO VIBRATION, AN INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
The fruit of 14 years of research into High Fidelity anomalies, the ORIGINE B1 is a revolutionary accessory. It acts
wherever there are vibrations and electricity. Operating like a «black hole», it absorbs and dissipates parasitic
vibrations. (A more detailed explanation is available in the press kit.)

EXPERIENCE YOUR HIFI OR HOME CINEMA SYSTEM AS YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD IT
BEFORE
ORIGINE B1 provides:
 A «broadband» effect that enhances timbre over the entire spectrum without a marked tonal signature
 A more faithful dynamic rendering of the sound, characterized by better definition of micro-information and
an absence of saturation on loud notes
 A sound image that extends substantially beyond the framework of the speakers, giving the impression that
the musicians are in the room.
ORIGINE B1 offers:
 The sensation of reconnecting with the essence of a recording
 The pleasure of sound quality that focuses on the music rather than analysis of the sound
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A UNIVERSAL SOLUTION
ORIGINE B1 improves sound quality by being placed under or on any component of a Hi-Fi or Home Cinema
system: speakers, CD or Blu-Ray players, amplifiers, and other equipment such as mains powerstrips and
computers. It also improves the video image on Blu-ray players. As such, it is universal and can function in
numerous configurations.
The best configuration is to install equipment on three ORIGINE B1 supports. This will ensure that almost all of the
parasitic vibrations are absorbed by the supports.
For example, speakers on Origine B1 mountings offer much higher energy and definition, as if their cabinets were
heavier and had more damping.

A SCALABLE SOLUTION
Start with three supports, and then progress to a complete treatment under each piece of equipment. You will
then be approaching your Hi-FI system’s optimal performance, within the limits of the acoustics of your listening
space.
In the case of a limited number of supports, the ORIGINE B1 can also be installed head down on top of equipment
in order to dissipate vibrations in the cabinet or chassis from above.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

The ORIGINE B3 has three parts:
 A head with an M6 threaded hole which should
be mechanically coupled to the equipment to be
treated
 A laser engraved stainless steel body
 An invisible joint which mechanically separates
the body from the head.
Retail Price inc. tax:
 € 750 for 3; € 1000 for 4
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Dimensions and weight:
 65 mm wide, 32 mm high
 370 g
Maximum load:
 15 kg
On sale in shops specializing in HI-FI / Home
Cinema.

All NEODIO products are designed and manufactured in France.

Download high definitions photos from www.neodio.fr/espace-presse
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